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This booklet is one of a series prepared and published by Barnardo's Adoption Advice Service and the Council of Irish 
Adoption Agencies. The series is designed to provide general guidelines for all those seeking information and/or contact 

with their families of origin. It may also be useful to adoptive parents who wish to have more information on the tracing and 

reunion process. This booklet does not offer an interpretation of the law in respect of adoption or related matters. 

Advice should be sought if you feel you need help with legal or other issues. 

A list of useful addresses and contact points is provided at the end of this booklet. A booklist is also included.
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INTROPUCTION 
In the past the granting of an adoption order generally meant that contact with the 
adoption agency ceased. As more and more people return to agencies seeking 
information, a new openness has developed and agencies welcome contact from anyone 

involved in the original adoptive process. 

The decision to search for your family of origin will not have been taken lightly. You may 
pass through a number of different phases during your search journey. These phases will 

not necessarily fall into any order and they can repeat themselves. The phases outlined in 
this leaflet draw on the experiences of others. You may find some similarity with your own 

experiences. However, some people find the journey straight forward. 

1ST PHASE - PRACTICAL ISSUES: 
Initially, most people find they are distant from the emotions involved in searching. 

At the beginning you may express your desire to search in terms of practical, concrete 
issues, such as a simple wish for information, or a need to know medical history. While 

these are valid reasons for beginning a search, you may discover that your motivations 
become more complex as time passes. During this first phase, many people feel it is 
better not to share their wish to search. They believe they will be able to deal with it 
quietly and they may prefer to tell people when they themselves feel safe. 

Generally this phase does not last long and it changes the more involved one becomes in 

the search. You may find this period confusing as it is gradually realised that the search is 
far more important than you initially thought. 

It is important to realise that the reasons for initiating the search may change as it 

progresses. You may need to explain to those close to you that this may happen, and that 

it is possible the search will take up a lot of your time and energy. This will, hopefully, 
prepare them for some of the emotions experienced during the journey. 

2ND PHASE - INTENSITY OF FEELINGS: 
During the second stage of your search you will often find that emotions become more 
intense. This can sometimes manifest itself in anger and frustration at the way the process 
unfolds, e.g. frustration that you are not legally entitled to certain information about 
yourself or your child, or anger at your lack of control over events. 

Feelings of loss and grief can also come to the surface. Some people feel guilty that they 
have a desire to search for information and/or contact, and wonder if they are being 
disloyal to their adoptive family. 

The intensity of these feelings may make you feel uncomfortable and uncertain. If you 
have the opportunity to talk with someone else similarly engaged in the search process, 

you will discover that many people share your experience. Support will be important to 
help you to deal with the complexity of the emotions you may be experiencing. 

3RD PHASE - OBSESSION: 
There may come a time during your search when the process of tracing becomes an all- 
consuming passion. All efforts become directed at reaching a resolution to the search. It is 

during this phase that the pain and grief which usually have already begun to surface, 
begin to have a more disturbing impact. 
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Are those close to you beginning to suggest that you are being obsessive? Although 

support will also be crucial at this stage, it may be difficult for your supporters to 

continue to offer help. They may express a desire that you keep things “in perspective”. 

You may have to accept that at times it is difficult for those close to you to respond to 

your needs completely. If they have no experience of adoption themselves, they may find 
it difficult to understand the complexity of the issues from your perspective. 

4TH PHASE - TIME-OUT: 
Following a period of obsessive determination with reaching the goal, you may find 

yourself withdrawing from the search. You may decide to put the search on hold. You may 
simply need a rest from the emotional roller coaster you have been on. You may need 

more time to examine the feelings that have come to the surface, and finally, you may 

need more time to absorb new information. You may fear that you could discover 
something deeply distressing, or that the person you are hoping to find may not respond. 

For some people this is the final phase, but for others, it is a temporary resting place. It 
may last days, weeks, months or years. This withdrawal may also confuse those close to 

you. They may be surprised at your decision to halt a search that has been so important 

to you, and they may be surprised if you decide to resume the search again. 

Allow yourself the space to take “time out” when and if the need arises. 

3TH PHASE - ACCEPTANCE: 
This phase is arrived at when you accept whatever you have discovered. It can mean 

continuing with your search, or coming to terms with the fact that your initial hopes may 

be unrealistic. It may mean that there is an opportunity to meet the person you are 
seeking. 

Reaching a level of acceptance does not reduce the need for support. This is especially 

true if.a reunion is likely to take place, in which case you may be in need of support more 
than ever. 

Everyone experiences the phases of search differently. It is impossible to clearly map any 
one person's journey, as each search deals with unique circumstances. However, virtually 
all who search discover that their journey contains some of the phases outlined above. 

Who should I tell ? 

Be selective about the people in whom you confide. Not everyone close to you will 
understand your motivation to search, or the manner in which it may affect you. However, 

it is beneficial to have the support of close family and friends. In the end you will be the 

best judge of who to tell. The following information may help you to decide. 

Parents: 

If you were adopted, your adoptive parents may have important information which will 
facilitate your search. However, people sometimes feel that tracing their birth family 

involves disloyalty to their adoptive parents. Many consider not confiding in their 

adoptive parents at all, or putting off the search until their adoptive parents have died. 

Some adoptive parents can feel threatened if a search is undertaken, as they fear they may 
lose you or they may be hurt. They too may need to seek some help or support during 
this time. 
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Although you may be reluctant to confide in your adoptive parents for fear of hurting 

them, you may wish to consider the following: 

e Could your adoptive parents be a source of support? 

e Will it become more difficult to tell them if your search moves towards a reunion? 

If you are a birth parent, family support can be important. However, this will depend on 

the nature of your relationship both at the time of your child’s placement and 

subsequently. You may wish to consider the following: 

e Can your parents support your need for information and/or contact? 

e Would it be helpful to discuss the adoption decision and placement with them? 

Siblings: 
For adopted people, siblings can provide important support, particularly if the siblings 

have already searched themselves. However, they may feel threatened in case you discover 
other birth siblings in the course of the search. They may be concerned that this could 

change your relationship with them or cause you to view them differently and they may 
need reassurance. 

For birth parents, the reactions of siblings can depend on whether or not they were aware 

of the birth of your child in the first instance and on family relationships, then and now. 

Partner: 

Ideally, your partner will take an active role in offering you support and will show a 
positive interest in your intentions. However, although initially supportive, partners can 

sometimes find it difficult to understand the significance of your search. They may also 
view your intentions as a potential threat to your relationship and may resent the time 
and energy it absorbs. They may raise objections to your decision to search in order to 

protect you from potential pain and rejection. 

If it is difficult to enlist the support of your partner, you may need to explain your feelings 

in more detail. In order to involve him/her, suggest she/he accompany you to some 
appointments in your agency, or to any open support meetings you may be attending. Do 

not expect your partner to be able to keep pace with your motivation and feelings, allow 
her/him time to come to terms with the significance of your search. 

Children: 

Telling your children you are searching will depend on their age and maturity, and on the 

nature of your relationship with them. If they have asked questions about their family 
history, it may be possible to introduce the topic of adoption. For younger children, there 

are some good story books available explaining the concept of adoption which you may 

find useful. 

Older children may express mixed feelings. They may be concerned that their 
grandparents will be displaced in your affections and/or that new relationships will cause 
family friction. Children will generally be both curious and interested in your search. 
However, it is possible that they may also express indifference. 

If you are a birthparent, raising the subject with children can prove difficult as you may 
wonder how they will react. e.g. Will they judge your past actions? 

Placing a child for adoption is not easy to explain to a younger child. Timing and clarity 
are very important. Discussing the experiences of other birth parents with them can be 

helpful. 
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Whether to tell your children and how and what to tell them is something you should 

discuss with your partner, as it will affect the family as a whole. If you have adult children, 
it may be important to inform them of your intention to search in order to prepare them 

for what you may find, and also to give them an opportunity to support you. Remember, 
when you decide to tell children, particularly young children, it is important not to burden 

them with the need to keep secrets as this can prove very difficult for them. 

Friends: 

While close friends can offer invaluable support during your journey, it can be painful to 
discover that a close friend is unable to offer support, or cannot grasp the significance of 
your search. 

To some friends, the phases of your search can resemble chapters in a novel and they may 
be intensely interested. If your search is progressing slowly, they may induce feelings of 

frustration by constantly questioning how things are progressing and expressing 

unsolicited opinions on the pace. Some friends are happy to support your pace. 

You will quickly sense when and with whom you can express your true feelings. Although 

it is likely that you may be disappointed at the reaction of some close friends, there will 
also be one or two who can offer appropriate support and assistance. 

Other Adoptees/Birthparents: 

You may already know someone who has experienced adoption and it may be useful to 

talk with them. It does not have to be someone whose experience of adoption is similar to 
your own. Adoptees and birthparents can provide each other with genuine and meaningful 
support. The aim of the search/reunion is the same for both and the fears that each 
encounters will be much the same. Motives may be different but complementary. 

As a birthparent who has placed a child for adoption in Ireland, particularly in the past, 
you may have felt alone and isolated because of the guilt and shame attached to being 

pregnant outside marriage. It may be helpful to speak with someone else who has had a 
similar experience and your social worker may be able to arrange this for you. 

Alternatively, support groups are run by Barnardo's for all parties seeking to search. Some 
agencies may also run groups for those searching and they can provide a valuable network 
of support. 

Self-help groups are listed at the back of this leaflet. Some of them offer support and 
others seek to influence legislative change. 

SOME USEFUL READING 
  

Search and reunion 

CHILDREN'S SOCIETY PREPARATION FOR REUNION 

Adopted people, adoptive parents and birth parents tell their stories. 
Children's Society 1994, London. 

FARRELLY Conway Eileen SEARCH AND REUNION IN THE ADOPTION TRIANGLE 

Occasional Paper 3 from Dept. of Social Studies, Trinity College, Dublin 2. 

GEDIMAN, Judith & BROWN, Linda BIRTHBOND 

Re-unions between parents and adoptees 

New Horizon Press USA 1989  



McCOLM, Michelle ADOPTION & REUNION 

Second Story Press Ontario, Canada 1993 

McMILLAN, Ros, IRVING, Gwen HEART OF REUNION 

Some experience of re-union in Scotland 

Barnardo's, Essex, England 

SANDERS, Patricia & SITERLY, Nancy SEARCH AFTERMATH AND ADJUSTMENTS 

Novels with Adoption Theme 
BAINBRIDGE, Beryl 

AN AWFULLY BIG ADVENTURE 

Duckworth, U.K. 1992 

CARTER Angela 

WISE CHILDREN 

Chatto & Windus U.K 1992 

FORSTER Margaret 

THE BATTLE FOR CHRISTABEL 

Chatto & Windus U.K. 1992 

FORSTER Margaret 

SHADOW BABY 

Chatto & Windus U.K. 1995 

GEE Maggie 

WHERE ARE THE SNOWS? 

Heinemann, U.K. 1992 

HOUGAN Carolyn 

BLOOD RELATIVE 

Headline, London 1992 

MARGOLIS Seth 

THE OTHER MOTHER 

Headline, London 1993 

USEFUL ADDRESSES AND CONTACT POINTS: 

The Adoption Board 
Shelbourne House, Shelbourne Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. 
Tel: 01-667 1392 

Barnardo's Adoption Advice Service 
Christchurch Square, Dublin 8. 
Confidential telephone line: 01-4546388. Tuesday 2pm - 5pm, Thursday 10am - 2pm 

Council of Irish Adoption Agencies 
Chairperson: Mary Lillis, Clarecare, Harmony Row, Ennis, Co. Clare. Tel: 065-28178 
Secretary: Julie Kerins, Cinamh, 30 South Anne Street, Dublin 2. Tel: 01-6779664 

The Adult Adoptees Association 
c/o Wynn's Hotel, 35 Lower Abbey Street, Dublin 1. 
Support groups’ monthly meetings: Wynn's Hotel, Dublin 1, last Tuesdays of each month. 

Adopted and Fostered Persons Association of Ireland 
Bachelor's Inn, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin 2 (Meet 8pm every 2nd Wednesday) 
99 Grace O'Malley Road, Howth, Co. Dublin. 
Tel: 01-462 4430 or 01-848 5358 

Adoptive Parents Association 
PRO: Helen Scott, Albain, Piercetown, Dunboyne, Co. Meath. Tel: 01-8252043 
Secretary: Helen Gilmartin, Tomriland, Annamoe, Bray, Co.Wicklow. Tel: 0404-45183 

TREOIR 
Federation of Services for Unmarried Parents and their Children, 

36 Upper Rathmines Road, Dublin 6. Tel: 01-4964155. 
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THE REGISTERED ADOPTION SOCIETIES 

DUBLIN 

CUNAMH (formerly C.P.R.S.L.). 
30 South Anne Street, Dublin 2. 

Protestant Adoption Society (P.A.C.T.), 
15 Belgrave Road, Rathmines, Dublin 6. 

Rotunda Girls Aid Society (R.G.A.S.), 
1A Cathedral Street, Dublin 1. 

St. Brigid’s Orphanage, 
Holy Faith Convent, 16 The Coombe, Dublin 8. 

St. Louise Adoption Society, 
Ist Floor, Park House, North Circular Road, Dublin 7. 

St. Patrick’s Guild, 
82 Haddington Road, Dublin 4. 

CLARE 

St. Catherine's Adoption Society, 
Clarecare, Harmony Row, Ennis, Co. Clare. 

CORK 

Sacred Heart Adoption Society, 
Sacred Heart Convent, Blackrock, Co. Cork. 

Southern Health Board Adoption Service, 
St. Finbars Hospital, Douglas Road, Cork. 

St. Anne’s Adoption Society, 
Cork and Ross Family Centre, 34 Paul Street, Cork. 

DONEGAL 

St. Mura’s Adoption Society, 
The Pastoral Centre, Cathedral View, Letterkenny, Co. Donegal. 

GALWAY 

Clann, 

Western Regional Adoption Committee, 

Western Health Board, 25 Newcastle Road, Galway. 

KERRY 

The Kerry Adoption and Fostering Team, 
6 Denny Street, Tralee, Co. Kerry. 

Telephone 

(O1) 6779664 

(O01) 4976788 

(O1) 8744262 

(O01) 4542917 or 
(O1) 450244 

(O1) 8387122 

(01) 6681908 or 

(01) 6681765 

(065) 28178 

(021) 357730 or 

(021) 357841 

(021) 312848 

(021) 273213/4/5/6 

(074) 21853 

(091) 523122 ext. 330 

(066) 20300  



LIMERICK 

Limerick Catholic Adoption Society, 
Unit 3, St. Camillus Hospital, 
Shelbourne Road, Limerick. (O61) 326677 

LOUTH 

North Eastern Health Board Adoption Service, 
Child and Family Centre, St Mary's Hospital, 
Dublin Road, Drogheda. (041) 41038 

OFFALY 

Midland Health Board Adoption Agency (0506) 21868 
Arden Road, Tullamore, Co. Offaly. (0506) 21898 

SLIGO 

St. Attracta’s Adoption Society, 
St. Mary’s, Co. Sligo. (071) 43058 

WATERFORD 

(S.E.E.K.) 

South Eastern Health Board, 
32 The Mall, Waterford. (051) 78574 

Barnardo's Adoption Advice Service is an independent service offering information, 

advice, individual and group counselling to all those with a query on adoption matters. 

The Council of Irish Adoption Agencies represents statutory and voluntary adoption 
agencies. The Council aims to: standardise adoption policy and practice, highlight 

adoption issues, influence policy, campaign for changes in adoption legislation, develop 

services for all those with concerns in relation to adoption. 

** These societies are operated entirely by staff of the Eastern Health Board 

and South Eastern Health Board, respectively. 

* These societies are run in association with the local Health Boards. 

The support of the Department of Health in providing funding for the publication 
of this booklet is gratefully acknowledged. 
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